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New HighPerformance
Office Products
Offer Solutions for
Safer Workplaces
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OFFICES

BDI Updates Sequel Office Collection with Enhanced
Features and Refreshed Design
Ɇ Home and office furniture manufacturer BDI has
launched Sequel 20 Office. Designed by Matthew
Weatherly, this updated collection reinvents the company’s award-winning Sequel line, introducing a host of
new options, features and design.
Rethought from the ground up, BDI has re-engineered
the Sequel collection to include six finish combinations,
user-friendly features and new configurations. It will
offer more functionality, versatility and appeal to those
looking for innovative office furniture design.
For BDI’s cornerstone Sequel 20 product — the Sequel 6101 Desk — the desktop surface area
has increased from 60 inches to 66 inches, providing ample workspace to accommodate multiple
monitors or a collaborative work area. An integrated flip-down power hub allows for placement
of a power strip beneath the desk, keeping wires and connections organized and out of sight. The
6101 Desk also has been re-engineered to be simpler to assemble.
For customization, Sequel 20 offers two frame options in satin nickel or black powder-coated
steel, which can partner with three available wood finishes, including natural walnut, chocolate
stained walnut and charcoal stained ash.
TABLES

Gunlocke Introduces Table Collection with Briefing
Ɇ Gunlocke has introduced a comprehensive collection of tables designed for conference, collaborative, private office and learning spaces. Briefing allows for a tailored and perfectly coordinated environment by supporting both aesthetic cohesion and a wide variety of individual and group needs
with a broad range of choices in application, finishes and
styles — all within a single table line. Incorporating consideration of modern task needs and pricing flexibility,
the collection now includes expanded table sizes, new top
shapes, new and expandable base sizes and shapes and
the latest technology options to better support today’s
workers and workplace productivity.
Briefing further simplifies the specification process
for customers by providing a wide selection of coordinating colors, finishes and surface material
choices, including solid surface, glass, veneer, laminate, painted wood and metal.
With standard offerings that anticipate most modern needs in working and learning spaces at
a variety of price points, these extensive new offerings allow organizations to personalize their
environments while maintaining visual consistency across the entire floorplate.
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